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Announcement of Renewable Wisdom Roundtable Forming 

Practicing of Craft 

We are currently forming a roundtable discussion growth group that will take 
place twice a month. This iteration of the roundtable discussions will be 
focused on the practice and training of the Renewable Wisdom Cosmology 

craft. Prior teachings of the cosmology will be used, but anyone with prior teachings of the 20 
Count are welcome to participate. This is not a teaching circle per say, but a practice circle using 
related wheels and keys. Practices will include: 

o Relatedness to nature’s ways and commons (finding your voice) 
o Minimizing words of story and other opinions used in attempt to qualify value 
o Finding qualifying value of your words as displayed in Nature (Potentially some 

Ceremonial homework included, will depend on commitment of participants) 
 

When: 2nd and 4th Wednesday of each month, 6 PM MST on Zoom, Beginning February 9th, 2022 

Participation: 1.5-2 hr. maximum, 6 people max (not counting providers) to allow for in-depth discussion  

Exchange: $100 per month payable to Guy Lone Eagle PO 2262 Silver City NM 88062 

Each week a different discussion leader will be assigned from the participants, so each person has a 
chance to experience how to dance with the Qualities of Knowing in a leadership position. We will be 
using both a fixed dance (structured discussion) and free dance (unstructured discussion) format for our 
choreography and design: 

1. Opening by Providers, Covers the seasonal teachers/influencers 
2. Assigned discussion leader presents topic and question to be discussed 
3. All participants respond to question. Primary provider begins displaying a way to respond. 

Example: Thoughts on question, then how it relates to personal history 
4. Repeat till group reflecting quiets 
5. Primary Provider closes with relatedness to Cosmology entry numbers and speaks to the process 

once consciousness is inside Nature’s Commons 
6. Finish with technique clearing beliefs and contracts 
 
 
Providers:  
Guy Lone Eagle Gilleshammer ThM, Elder and Independent Researcher - researching and developing 
an interconvertible taxonomy of Nature’s Commons  
Sue Dreamweaver Spielman - Cosmology Keeper, assisting in research and development. 
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